Removing the Bobbin Case

*Make sure needle is above the throat plate*

1. Open slide plate and remove throat plate (see page 17 for instructions).
2. Remove bobbin. Keep bobbin push button in sewing position.
3. To unlock bobbin case, lift position bracket (at right of case) and slide to right.
4. To remove bobbin case, hold latch, twist case to right, and lift out.

Replacing the Bobbin Case

*Make sure needle is above the throat plate*

1. Keep bobbin push button in sewing position. Hold bobbin case by latch and, with latch to right of needle, slip case in position so that the groove engages hook channel.
2. Twist bobbin case to left until latch is in center.
3. Push position bracket to left until it snaps down, locking bobbin case in place.
4. Replace bobbin and snap latch down.
5. Replace throat plate and close slide plate.